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From bestselling Landmarks author Robert Macfarlane and acclaimed artist and author Jackie Morris, a beautiful collection of
poems and illustrations to help readers rediscover the magic of the natural world.
P. 145.
Learn Sociology YOUR Way with SOC! SOC’s easy-reference, textbook presents course content through visually engaging
chapters as well as Chapter Review Cards that consolidate the best review material into a ready-made study tool. With the
textbook or on its own, SOC MindTap allows you to learn on your terms. Read or listen to textbooks and study with the aid of
instructor notifications, flashcards and practice quizzes. Track your scores and stay motivated toward your goals. Whether you
have more work to do or are ahead of the curve, you’ll know where you need to focus your efforts. And the MindTap Green Dot
will charge your confidence along the way. When it’s time to study, everything you’ve flagged or noted can be gathered into a
guide you can organize. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This story is a fictional narrative about a girl named Sara who shared her experiences: through Elementary School; her obsession
with the color pink, being bullied, and two of her most memorable experiences: winning the Spelling Bee Competition and her Sixth
Grade Promotion Exercises.
Creating Safe and Supportive Schools and Fostering Students’ Mental Health provides pre- and in-service educators with the
tools they need to prevent, pre-empt, handle, and recover from threats to students’ mental health. School safety and fostering a
supportive learning environment have always been issues fundamental to educators. Over the last decade, teachers and
administrators have been called on more than ever to cope with bullying, suicide, and violence in their schools. Handling every
stage of this diverse set of obstacles can be unwieldy for teachers and administrators alike. Framed with interviews from experts
on each of the topics, and including practical and applicable examples, this volume draws together the work of top-tier school
psychologists into a text designed to work with existing school structures and curricula to make schools safer. A comprehensive
and multi-faceted resource, this book integrates leading research with the well-respected Framework for Safe and Successful
Schools to help educators support school safety, crisis management, and students' mental health. Featuring interviews with:
Dewey G. Cornell, Frank DeAngelis, Beth Doll, Kevin Dwyer, Katie Eklund, Maurice J. Elias, Michele Gay, Ross W. Greene, Rob
Horner, Jane Lazarus, Richard Lieberman, Troy Loker, Melissa A. Louvar-Reeves, Terry Molony, Shamika Patton, Donna Poland,
Scott Poland, Eric Rossen, Susan M. Swearer, Ken Trump, and Frank Zenere.
“In this era, when ‘commonsense’ in educational discourse is so deeply framed by neoliberalism, we must better understand both
the uniquely situated and the insidiously interconnected nature of so-called reforms. Thank you to Keith M. Sturges and colleagues
for illuminating exactly this in their important and hard-hitting new book that reveals not merely how neoliberal reforms are
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designed to reinforce inequity, but also how the contradictions within provide ample opportunity to collectivize and act with hope.”
– Kevin Kumashiro, author of Bad Teacher!: How Blaming Teachers Distorts the Bigger Picture “In this important volume, editor
Keith M. Sturges has taken the most useful discussions of neoliberalism and – with great precision, clarity and utility – seen them
applied to the education arena. Over 13 chapters, leading education thinkers lay bare sets of realities that the broader public,
school administrators, and policy makers would do well to fully understand. These range from the impact of neoliberal thinking
upon chartering, parent involvement, teacher training, school climate, funding and more. I’ll be using the chapters in this text in a
variety of ways. They’ll inform conversations with local, state and federal policy makers, and inform conversations with school
leaders and district leaders. I’ll also be assigning the text in my graduate seminar on education policy. Finally, the chapters will
inform several lectures in my undergraduate class on ‘The Promise and Peril of Public Education.’ What a gem of a volume!” –
Kevin Michael Foster, Executive Director, The Institute for Community, University and School Partnerships (ICUSP)
`The book is at once accessible, evidence-based, practical and eminently readable...Readers will find in this book a treasury of
learners' voices guiding us towards the goal of more effective learning in classrooms' - International Network for School
Improvement `This book promotes an ambitious and inspiring conception of meaningful pedagogy and works to applaud those
teachers who are determined to reflect upon, enquire into, and then facilitate ''effective learning''. A coherent and structured case
is made for the primacy of ''learning'' over ''work'' - Learning & Teaching Update This book addresses an important, and too
seldom addressed issue: learning. Not teaching, not performance, not "work": this book really is about learning, what makes
learning effective and how it may be promoted in classrooms. The authors take the context of the classroom seriously, not only
because of its effects on teachers and pupils, but because classrooms are notorious as contexts which change little. Rather than
providing yet more tips, they offer real thinking and evidence based on what we know about how classrooms change. Four major
dimensions of promoting effective learning in classrooms are examined in depth: Active Learning; Collaborative Learning; Learnerdriven Learning and Learning about Learning. Evidence from practising teachers in the form of case studies and examples, and
evidence from international research in the form of useful ideas and frameworks is included.
Supporting the Military-Affiliated Learner: Communication Approaches to Military Pedagogy & Education challenges the academic
community to 1) reevaluate how they support military-affiliated learners (MALs) and address how the military-civilian-academic
divide causes disparities and barriers to MAL academic achievement and retention and 2) implement programs and develop
strategies to facilitate equitable academic integration from application to graduation. With contributions from veterans, military
spouses, and communication educators, the chapters explicate barriers that MALs face when trying to transition to, navigate, and
succeed in higher education. This edited volume explores the impact of the diversity and nuances of MAL identities on their
experiences in higher education; promotes military competence by providing opportunities for educators and support staff to learn
about potential barriers and promote best practices for connecting with MALs and validating their lived experiences; examines how
technology/computer-mediated communication may be used to facilitate community building and promote connectedness for
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MALs within face-to-face and digital spheres. This book is intended to be a resource guide for administrators, policymakers, and
educators by providing tangible strategies, recommendations, and resources to promote the academic success of MALs
navigating higher education.
This volume provides a multi-disciplinary perspective on grit, its measurement, manifestation and development. Specifically, it provides a
comprehensive and balanced response to critiques associated with the construct within the contemporary positive psychological literature.
These critiques revolve around the lack of consensus in the conceptualisation, measurement, and management of grit, as well as consensus
on its difference from other psychological constructs such as conscientiousness, diligence or determination. Therefore, this volume
thoroughly reappraises and consolidates the nature, function, measurement and implications of grit in order to effectively advance the science
of achievement. It looks at grit scales developed in various countries and evaluates the concept in various aspects of life, from work
performance to sports. Written by a team of multi-disciplinary experts in fields ranging from neuroscience, sociology, and education to human
resource management and psychology, this volume firmly positions grit within the discipline of positive psychology’s nomological lexicon.
An up-close look at the education arms race of after-school learning, academic competitions, and the perceived failure of even our best
schools to educate children Beyond soccer leagues, music camps, and drama lessons, today’s youth are in an education arms race that
begins in elementary school. In Hyper Education, Pawan Dhingra uncovers the growing world of high-achievement education and the afterschool learning centers, spelling bees, and math competitions that it has spawned. It is a world where immigrant families vie with other
Americans to be at the head of the class, putting in hours of studying and testing in order to gain a foothold in the supposed meritocracy of
American public education. A world where enrichment centers, like Kumon, have seen 194 percent growth since 2002 and target children as
young as three. Even families and teachers who avoid after-school academics are getting swept up. Drawing on over 100 in-depth interviews
with teachers, tutors, principals, children, and parents, Dhingra delves into the why people participate in this phenomenon and examines how
schools, families, and communities play their part. Moving past "Tiger Mom" stereotypes, he addresses why Asian American and white
families practice what he calls "hyper education" and whether or not it makes sense. By taking a behind-the-scenes look at the Scripps
National Spelling Bee, other national competitions, and learning centers, Dhingra shows why good schools, good grades, and good behavior
are seen as not enough for high-achieving students and their parents and why the education arms race is likely to continue to expand.
A kooky, quirky, cheeky US debut.
As the annual school spelling bee nears its finish, two students compete with equal success until the principal breaks the tie with an unusual
word.
In recent decades, sociology of education has been dominated by quantitative analyses of race, class, and gender gaps in educational
achievement. And while there’s no question that such work is important, it leaves a lot of other fruitful areas of inquiry unstudied. This book
takes that problem seriously, considering the way the field has developed since the 1960s and arguing powerfully for its renewal. The
sociology of education, the contributors show, largely works with themes, concepts, and theories that were generated decades ago, even as
both the actual world of education and the discipline of sociology have changed considerably. The moment has come, they argue, to break
free of the past and begin asking new questions and developing new programs of empirical study. Both rallying cry and road map, Education
in a New Society will galvanize the field.
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Research on the Self relates to various phenomena including self?esteem, self?concept, self?verification, self?awareness, identity,
self?efficacy, passion, self?determination, goals etc. that are predictive of optimal functioning and well?being. Such a research endeavor is
consistent with the positive psychology movement focusing on the scientific study of what makes people psychologically healthy, happy, and
satisfied in their lives, as well as on their strengths and virtues. The positive psychology movement cultivates a sensible approach to optimal
human functioning and well?being in various life contexts. Chapters in this volume will illustrate some of the best of the research on the
interplay between the self and positive psychology, to show the potential of this research for transforming our societies. SELF – Driving
Positive Psychology and Well?being thus provides a unique insight into self and its fundamental role for well?being. This volume is intended
to develop both theoretical and methodological ideas and to present empirical evidence of various phenomenon important for well ?being.
The scope of the volume is thus very broad, and provides a framework for the development of the chapter as authors see most appropriate.
Children's Spelling Book
The KS3 curriculum plays a critical part in giving students the best possible start to their secondary education and preventing the need for
intervention later on. This timely book provides detailed guidance on how to develop a robust, multifaceted, inclusive and challenging KS3
curriculum in English that provides a secure and progressive link between KS2 and KS4. Featuring examples of curriculum models and audits
of current practice, chapters cover key topics such as: developing the planning cycle; transitioning between primary and secondary English;
assessment in KS3 English; creating a model that supports and challenges students of all levels; LAC and SPAG: divisive or cohesive
abbreviations; speaking and listening in the KS3 English curriculum; using multimodal texts; examples of how meaningful homework can
successfully embed itself in a KS3 English curriculum model. Make Key Stage 3 Matter in English will be an invaluable resource for KS3
English coordinators, teachers and all those involved in the planning and delivery of the KS3 English curriculum.

Published annually since 1985, the Handbook series provides a compendium of thorough and integrative literature reviews on a
diverse array of topics of interest to the higher education scholarly and policy communities. Each chapter provides a
comprehensive review of research findings on a selected topic, critiques the research literature in terms of its conceptual and
methodological rigor and sets forth an agenda for future research intended to advance knowledge on the chosen topic. The
Handbook focuses on a comprehensive set of central areas of study in higher education that encompasses the salient dimensions
of scholarly and policy inquiries undertaken in the international higher education community. Each annual volume contains
chapters on such diverse topics as research on college students and faculty, organization and administration, curriculum and
instruction, policy, diversity issues, economics and finance, history and philosophy, community colleges, advances in research
methodology and more. The series is fortunate to have attracted annual contributions from distinguished scholars throughout the
world.
Showing students that the act of writing is connected to everyday living, THE COMPOSITION OF EVERYDAY LIFE, Brief,
emphasizes invention while helping student writers rediscover concepts, uncover meaning, and rethink the world around them.
Each student text is packaged with a free Cengage Essential Reference Card to the MLA HANDBOOK, Eighth Edition. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Clarice Bean, aspiring actress and author, unsuccessfully tries to avoid getting into trouble as she attempts to help a friend in need
by following the rules of the fictional, "exceptionordinarily" spy, Ruby Redfort.
Desi Land is Shalini Shankar’s lively ethnographic account of South Asian American teen culture during the Silicon Valley dot-com
boom. Shankar focuses on how South Asian Americans, or “Desis,” define and manage what it means to be successful in a place
brimming with the promise of technology. Between 1999 and 2001 Shankar spent many months “kickin’ it” with Desi teenagers at
three Silicon Valley high schools, and she has since followed their lives and stories. The diverse high-school students who
populate Desi Land are Muslims, Hindus, Christians, and Sikhs, from South Asia and other locations; they include first- to fourthgeneration immigrants whose parents’ careers vary from assembly-line workers to engineers and CEOs. By analyzing how Desi
teens’ conceptions and realizations of success are influenced by community values, cultural practices, language use, and material
culture, she offers a nuanced portrait of diasporic formations in a transforming urban region. Whether discussing instant
messaging or arranged marriages, Desi bling or the pressures of the model minority myth, Shankar foregrounds the teens’ voices,
perspectives, and stories. She investigates how Desi teens interact with dialogue and songs from Bollywood films as well as how
they use their heritage language in ways that inform local meanings of ethnicity while they also connect to a broader South Asian
diasporic consciousness. She analyzes how teens negotiate rules about dating and reconcile them with their longer-term desire to
become adult members of their communities. In Desi Land Shankar not only shows how Desi teens of different socioeconomic
backgrounds are differently able to succeed in Silicon Valley schools and economies but also how such variance affects meanings
of race, class, and community for South Asian Americans.
Does your child dream of winning a school spelling bee, or even competing in the Scripps National Spelling Bee in the
Washington, D.C., area? You've found the perfect place to start. Words of the Champions: Your Key to the Bee is the new official
study resource from the Scripps National Spelling Bee. Help prepare your child for a 2020 or 2021 classroom, grade-level, school,
regional, district or state spelling bee with this list of 4,000 spelling words. The School Spelling Bee Study List, featuring 450
words, is part of the total collection. All words in this guide may be found in our official dictionary, Merriam-Webster Unabridged
(http: //unabridged.merriam-webster.com/)
Good Teachers for Tomorrow’s Schools explores purpose of education, values in education and talents in education to map
foundational, pedagogical and practical aspects of good teaching. It provides valuable research-based perspectives for scholars,
teacher candidates, teacher educators and professional teachers.
Highly awkward teenager Stanley Owens meets his match in beautiful, brainy Vera Baxter when they tie for first place in the
annual National Spelling Bee-and the two form a bond that will change both of their lives. Though their mothers have big plans for
them-Stanley will become a senator, Vera a mathematics professor-neither wants to follow these pre-determined paths. So
Stanley hatches a scheme to marry Vera in a sham wedding for the cash gifts, hoping they will enable him to pursue his one true
love: crossword puzzle construction. In enlisting Vera to marry him, though, he neglects one variable: she's secretly in love with
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him, which makes their counterfeit ceremony an exercise in misery for her. Realizing the truth only after she's moved away and cut
him out of her life, Stanley tries to atone for his mistakes and win her back. But he's unable to find her, until one day he comes
across a puzzle whose clues make him think it could only have been created by Vera. Intrigued, he plays along, communicating
back to her via his own gridded clues. But will they connect again before it's all too late?
The Bear Family is very excited when Sister Bear makes the all-school spelling bee, but with all of her time devoted to practicing
her spelling, she finds little to have any fun. Simultaneous.
UNLOCK THE KEY TO SUCCESS WITH JP MORGAN'S BEST SUMMER READ OF 2018 In this must-read for anyone seeking to succeed,
pioneering psychologist Angela Duckworth takes us on an eye-opening journey to discover the true qualities that lead to outstanding
achievement. Winningly personal, insightful and powerful, Grit is a book about what goes through your head when you fall down, and how
that – not talent or luck – makes all the difference. ‘Impressively fresh and original’ Susan Cain
Discusses the origins and rules of spelling bees; provides advice on study techniques, word origins, and spelling rules; and offers word lists,
drills, and puzzles to aid spellers.
A century ago, the Brevard Rosenwald School in Transylvania County, North Carolina, opened its doors to African American students from
the community and the surrounding area. It was a microcosm of the community it served; teachers and pupils lived on the same streets,
shopped in the same stores, worshiped at the same churches, and teachers and parents served on the same committees, confronted similar
social and economic problems, and sought each other's advice about issues in daily life. This book is a history of the school, with special
attention given to the years 1920 to 1966, and its attempts to improve the education of African Americans in the South. It also focuses on the
school's beginnings, development, significance to the community, closing, and the integration process and the Rosenwald community today.
The author also presents narratives from former students about their experiences and educational goals, pursuits and accomplishments at
the school and later in their lives.
From two-time Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo and two-time Caldecott Medalist Sophie Blackall comes a fantastical meditation on fate,
love, and the power of words to spell the world. We shall all, in the end, be led to where we belong. We shall all, in the end, find our way
home. In a time of war, a mysterious child appears at the monastery of the Order of the Chronicles of Sorrowing. Gentle Brother Edik finds
the girl, Beatryce, curled in a stall, wracked with fever, coated in dirt and blood, and holding fast to the ear of Answelica the goat. As the monk
nurses Beatryce to health, he uncovers her dangerous secret, one that imperils them all—for the king of the land seeks just such a girl, and
Brother Edik, who penned the prophecy himself, knows why. And so it is that a girl with a head full of stories—powerful tales-within-the-tale of
queens and kings, mermaids and wolves—ventures into a dark wood in search of the castle of one who wishes her dead. But Beatryce knows
that, should she lose her way, those who love her—a wild-eyed monk, a man who had once been king, a boy with a terrible sword, and a goat
with a head as hard as stone—will never give up searching for her, and to know this is to know everything. With its timeless themes,
unforgettable cast, and magical medieval setting, Kate DiCamillo’s lyrical tale, paired with resonant black-and-white illustrations by Caldecott
Medalist Sophie Blackall, is a true collaboration between masters.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any
online entitlements included with the product. 12,500 entries. 196 countries. 365 days. Find out what's going on any day of the year,
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anywhere across the globe! If you're looking to tie a promotional event to a special month, travel to a music festival halfway around the world,
blog about a historical milestone or do a celebrity birthday round-up on your radio show or Twitter feed, Chase's Calendar of Events is the
one resource that has it all. For broadcasters, journalists, event planners, public relations professionals, librarians, editors, writers or simply
the curious, this is one reference you can't do without! Chase's Calendar of Events 2015 brings you: Major sporting events such as the FIFA
Women's World Cup (June 6), the Pan American Games (July 10) and the 48th Transpacific Yacht Race (July 13). Milestones such as the
800th anniversary of the Magna Carta, 200th anniversary of Waterloo, 150th anniversary of Lincoln's assassination, 75th anniversary of
Dunkirk and the Battle of Britain, 150th birth anniversary of poet W.B. Yeats and much more. New birthday entries for news makers like the
new king of Spain, Felipe VI of Bourbon and Greece (Jan 30), or political activist Nadezhda Tolokonnikova (Nov 7); sports stars such as
Meryl Davis (Jan 1) and Johnny Manziel (Dec 6); and entertainers Lupita Nyong'o (Mar 1), Chiwetel Ejiofor (July 10), Jamie Dornan (May 1),
Dakota Johnson (Oct 4), Lorde (Nov 7) and Macklemore (June 19). New special days such as Take Your Poet to Work Day (July 15),
National Black Women in Jazz and the Arts Day (Mar 1), National Biscotti Day (Sept 29), Runner's Selfie Day (June 23), No Selfies Day (Mar
16) and many more. New! Get exclusive access to the Chase's Calendar of Events companion website with: What's on Today? All the
holidays, events, anniversaries, celebrity birthdays, and so on for the current day Advanced Search: customize your search--date ranges,
location, key word, category, attendance--however you want! Unique Festivals of the World: a new, interactive map of the world--click on a
country and discover its major festivals Tabbed pages for Major Awards, About the Holidays, Spotlight for 2015, Glossary of Calendar Terms
and Special Months For information on the url and password of the companion website, please see details inside the book.
A narrative portrait of the America's national spelling bee competition offers insight into its subculture of young wordsmiths, competitive
parents, and spectator tension, sharing the stories of five top contestants to offer insight into their ambitions and winning strategies. 40,000
first printing.
An anthropologist uses spelling bees as a lens to examine the unique and diverse traits of Generation Z--and why they are destined for
success At first glance, Generation Z (youth born after 1997) seems to be made up of anxious overachievers, hounded by Tiger Moms and
constantly tracked on social media. One would think that competitors in the National Spelling Bee -- the most popular brain sport in America -would be the worst off. Counterintuitively, anthropologist Shalini Shankar argues that, far from being simply overstressed and overscheduled,
Gen Z spelling bee competitors are learning crucial twenty-first-century skills from their high-powered lives, displaying a sophisticated
understanding of self-promotion, self-direction, and social mobility. Drawing on original ethnographic research, including interviews with
participants, judges, and parents, Shankar examines the outsize impact of immigrant parents and explains why Gen Z kids are on a path to
success.
Revised edition of Handbook of self-regulation, 2011.
Easy-to-apply, scientifically-based approaches for engaging students in the classroom Cognitive scientist Dan Willingham focuses his
acclaimed research on the biological and cognitive basis of learning. His book will help teachers improve their practice by explaining how they
and their students think and learn. It reveals-the importance of story, emotion, memory, context, and routine in building knowledge and
creating lasting learning experiences. Nine, easy-to-understand principles with clear applications for the classroom Includes surprising
findings, such as that intelligence is malleable, and that you cannot develop "thinking skills" without facts How an understanding of the brain's
workings can help teachers hone their teaching skills "Mr. Willingham's answers apply just as well outside the classroom. Corporate trainers,
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marketers and, not least, parents -anyone who cares about how we learn-should find his book valuable reading." —Wall Street Journal
In this UPDATEDedition of the National Curriculum for Englandfor Key Stages 1 and 2, you will find full programmes of study for all 11
original primary subjectsplus three new subjects: Relationships Education; Relationships and Sex Education; and Health Education(to be
taught in English schools in September 2020). The National Curriculum for England sets out the framework for the national curriculum at key
stages 1 and 2. This statutory guidance includes information about the school curriculum and the national curriculum the aims for the national
curriculum statements on inclusion, and on pupils' competence in numeracy and maths, language and literacy across the school programmes
of study for KS 1 and 2 for all the subjects that are taught at these key stages.
Computer technologies are forever evolving and it is vital that computer science educators find new methods of teaching programming in
order to maintain the rapid changes occurring in the field. One of the ways to increase student engagement and retention is by integrating
games into the curriculum. Gamification-Based E-Learning Strategies for Computer Programming Education evaluates the different
approaches and issues faced in integrating games into computer education settings. Featuring emergent trends on the application of gaming
to pedagogical strategies and technological tactics, as well as new methodologies and approaches being utilized in computer programming
courses, this book is an essential reference source for practitioners, researchers, computer science teachers, and students pursuing
computer science.
Qualitative Inquiry in Higher Education Organization and Policy Research provides readers with the theoretical foundations and innovative
perspectives for undertaking qualitative research to influence policy and practice discussions. Well-known chapter authors discuss innovative
strategies for investigating complex problems, helping readers understand how research can consider the culture of the institution,
administrative hierarchy, students, faculty, and external constituencies. From both an organizational and policy perspective, chapter pairings
explore a range of methodologies, including ethnography, case study, critical qualitative inquiry, and the notion of "grit." This volume explores
how qualitative inquiry can advance understanding of organizational inequities in higher education, and it offers graduate students and
educational researchers the tools to improve the organizational function of institutions while contributing to meaningful change.
The Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts created new challenges for teachers and pre-service instructors. Selfregulated learning, using one’s thoughts, feelings, and behaviors to reach goals, can help students become independent, self-directed
learners. This book provides educators the support they need to apply the principles of self-regulated learning in their teaching for success
with the Common Core. In this book, Marie C. White and Maria K. DiBenedetto present information on how to apply academic self-regulation
by integrating two models: one which addresses how students develop self-regulatory competence, the other which focuses on the various
processes within the three phases of self-regulated learning. In addition, Self-Regulation and the Common Core provides specific lesson
plans for grades K-12, using the standards and the integrated framework to promote higher order thinking and problem-solving activities.
This book uses an in-depth, phenomenological interview approach to explain the generational characteristics of today’s Chinese university
youths and the critical dispositions they believe indispensable in acquiring English as an academic language in and outside school settings.
By presenting the authentic voices of the recruited participants, the book clarifies how English for academic purposes (EAP), as an emerging
global phenomenon and a research-informed practice, enables and empowers them for conscious self-transformation and critical awareness
development through language study. The book also explores issues arising in the fields of general English language teaching as well as
traditional and critical EAP, and discusses university English language learners’ learning needs and rights. The book further promotes a
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dynamic and transformative University EAP pedagogy of particularity, practicality, and possibility moving from the oppression of language
education to its liberation, and the increasing critical consciousness among the present and future university youths in a time of great social
changes.
Words of the Champions 2021Your Key to The Bee
On the stage of an elementary school auditorium, Chloe, Ryan, Juan and Hannah are participating in their school spelling bee. During the
event, they discuss their strategies and fears via humorous word play (including homophones, oxymorons, rhyme, and knock-knock jokes).
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